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Introduction 
It has been clarified that an appropriate setting for the theory of general connections 
on fibred manifolds can be achieved in the framework of the FrSlicher-Nijenhuis graded 
Lie algebra (F-N algebra) of tangent valued forms (17-20,241. In fact, the F-N algebra 
is a source of a large family of differential operators including the main classical ones. 
The F-N algebra has been introduced in [26,4] and furtherly studied for instance in 
[18,12,22-231. It has been used to the study of principal and linear connections for 
instance in [l, 2,6,25,27] and its systematic application to general connections and 
differential operators can be found in [17-20,241. 
Thus, we can formulate, in a very compact way, a general theory including the 
generalized covariant differential of sections, covariant differential and codifferential 
of tangent valued forms [20]. The smooth families of connections and tangent valued 
forms depending on a finite number of parameters can be studied in terms of the 
theory of systems [24]. We can provide interesting examples of non-classical systems 
of connections, such as the polynomial connections [21]. Thus, this method provides, 
on one hand, a general theory of connections on fibred manifolds and, on the other 
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hand, new results for classical connections. An interesting aspect of this formulation 
is its great compactness. A comprehensive formulation of this approach can be found 
in [20]. 
In the present paper we would like to discuss in detail the generalized concepts of 
torsion and Ricci tensor for non linear connections. We define the generalized torsion 
as the generalized differential of the connection and the generalized Ricci tensor as 
the generalized codifferential of the curvature, with respect to a given soldering form. 
These definitions arise naturally in our framework and lead us to interesting identities. 
It would not be easy to achieve them by classical means; in fact, they involve intricate 
derivatives of the basic objects, which reduce to algebraic operations in the classical 
cases. 
1. The algebra of tangent valued forms on a manifold 
Throughout the paper all the manifolds will be paracompact, smooth ((2’““) and 
finite dimensional and all the maps will be smooth (C”“). 
Let M be a manifold of dimension m. We denote the sheaves of (local) functions 
f : h4 ---f IR by F(M), of (local) vector fields u : A4 -+ TM by 7(M) and of (local) 
l-forms cr : M ---f T*M by I*(M). M oreover, we denote the manifold charts by (zx) 
and the induced bases of vector fields and l-forms by (a,) and (d’). 
First of all, let us recall a few basic notions about tangent valued forms. A tangent 
valued form is a (local) section 
with coordinate expression 
cp = ~f;,...A,dX1 A . . . A dxr @ dP, 
where ~pr,...,~ E F(M). Th us, the tangent valued forms constitute a sheaf AI*(M) @I 
I( 44) of F( M)-modules. 
We recall that there is a unique sheaf morphism (the F-N bracket) 
[* ,*I : (A\‘7’(M) 63 7(M)) x (x7*(M) @ 7(M)) + /J\‘+“7*(M) 63 7(M), 
such that 
[M3u,p@w]= aAp@[[‘ZL,2)]+(YAL,p@w 
- (-l)‘“p A &a 8 u + (-l)‘i,cr A d/3 @I ‘1~ - (-l)rs+siup A da @I vu, 
where Q! E A\‘l*(M), /3 E l\“I*(M), U,V E 7(M). 
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The F-N bracket is also characterized by the following formula 
[cp, $+l, * * * , %+s) 
Thus, A7*(M) @ I(M), together with the F-N bracket, is a sheaf of graded Lie 
algebras, namely 
where 29,9, $ E AT(M) @ 7(M), k E R. 
In particular, 7(M) c /j\l*(M) @I 7(M) is just the sheaf of Lie subalgebras of 
vector fields of M. 
2. Differentials and codifferentials 
Given a tangent valued form 19, the F-N bracket yields a differential for tangent 
valued forms. 
Let us consider a given tangent valued form 
fl E A\l*(M) 8 7(M). 
Then, we define the Nijenhuis differential to be the sheaf morphism 
dti : K;r*(M) @ 7(M) + /jT+“‘7*(M) @I 7(M) : p I-+ d+p = [+,o]. 
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Because of the Jacobi identity, da turns out to be a derivation of degree s of the F-N 
algebra A7*( A4) 8 7(M). Namely, we have 
Now consider a second given tangent valued form 
77 E A7*(M) 8 7(M). 
Then, the Jacobi identity yields the following commutator formula 
494, - (-1) ‘sllqld,do = d119,91. 
In the particular case 29 = 7, we obtain 
1 
‘z (1 - t-1)“‘) ds2v = dpev q [PW], 
where 
PS f ;drB E A 2’e’7*(M) c3 7-(M) 
is called the curvature of ti. 
If 1291 is even, then the curvature identically vanishes 
Ps = 0; 
if 1191 is odd, then we obtain the following identities 
(Bianchi identity) 
We observe that dpd 2 = 0. Moreover, the forms p which satisfy [pa, ‘p] = 0 constitute 
a subsheaf of F-N subalgebras; on it we have ds2 = 0. 
Now, suppose a metric g to be given. Then, we define the covariant codiflerential 
to be the sheaf morphism 
se 3 -(-1) “+-*&J~ *dG* : /jr7*(M) @ I(M) + A’-“‘7*(M) @I 7(M), 
where u2 = fl is the square of the normalized volume form and * is the Hodge 
isomorphism. 
We have the identity 
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3. The algebra of tangent valued forms on a fibred manifold 
Let 
p:E-+B 
be a fibred manifold with dim B = m and dim E = m + 1. We denote its fibred charts 
by 
(x? Yi) l<A<7Z, l<i<Z. 
Greek indices X, p, . . . will refer to the base manifold and latin indices i, j, . . . will 
refer to the fibres. 
We denote the vertical subbundle of the tangent bundle by 
VE c TE. 
Now, let us replace in the previous sections the manifold M with the fibred manifold 
E; then, we can say more. 
A vector field u E 7(E) is said to be projectable if it projects over a vector field 
2 E 7(B). Then, its coordinate expression is 
u = UP’aP + u’&, 
where up E F(B), ui E F(E). 
In particular, a vector field u E I(E) is said to be vertical if it projects over 
u~0~7-(B).Th en, its coordinate expression is 
U = Uidi, 
where ui E F(E). 
We denote the subsheaf of projectable vector fields by 
P(E) c W) 
and the subsheaf of vertical vector fields by 
V(E) c P(E) c 7(E). 
We have the coordinate expression 
u = UQ;, 
where ui E F(E), u E V(E). 
More generally, a tangent valued form cp E A7*( B) @I (E) is said to be projectable 
if it projects over a tangent valued form 9 E Al*(B) ~3 7(B). Then, its coordinate 
expression is 
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where cpf;,...x, E W)7 &.x, E W)* 
In particular, a tangent valued form cp E //7*(B) @I I(E) is said to be vertical if it 
projects over 2 E 0 E A7*(B) @ 7(B). Th en, its coordinate expression is 
up = (P~,...~,ai ~ dX’ A . . . A dxr, 
where $,,...A,. E WQ 
The projectable tangent valued forms constitute a subsheaf of F(B)-modules 
Al*(B) C3 P(E) c AT(B) 8 7(E) 
and the vertical valued forms constitute a subsheaf of F(E)-modules 
l\7*(B) 8 U(E) c Al*(B) @ 7(E). 
We have the following sheaves of subalgebras under the F-N bracket: 
(i) the graded Lie subalgebras of projectable forms 
/\7*(B) @ P(E) c Al*(B) 8 7(E); 
(ii) the graded Lie ideals of vertical forms 
A7*(B) 8 V(E) c A\I’(B) CJJ P(E); 
(iii) the Lie subalgebras of projectable vector fields 
P(E) c AT(B) CZI P(E); 
(iv) the Lie ideals of vertical vector fields 
Y(E) c P(E). 
The sheaf epimorphism 
l\7*(B) @ P(E) + Al*(B) 8 7(B) : cp +, y 
is a sheaf epimorphism of graded Lie algebras, i.e. 
[cp, $1 = Icp7 ~11, 
where cp, -II, E A7*(B) @ P(E). 
In the case of projectable forms, we have the coordinate expression 
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where cp, $J E Al*(B) 8 P(E). 
4. Connection on a fibred manifold 
The first main object of our theory is constituted by a connection on our fibred 
manifold p : E + B. 
The concept of a connection on a fibred manifold has been introduced by C. Ehres- 
mann [3] and studied first by P. Libermann [14-161. Other contributions can be found 
in [5,7,8-11,20,21,24]. 
A connection y on p : E + B is a tangent valued i-form 
projectable onto 
y-lg:B+T*B@jTB, 
with the coordinate expression 
where 7: E F(E). 
For example, let p : E --j B be a vector bundle (hence T*B @,q TE + T*B 8~ TB 
turns out to be a vector bundle). Then, a linear connection is a connection 
which is a linear fibred morphism over 
~~I~:B+T*B@BTB. - 
Its coordinate expression is 
7 = dX ~ a, + rfjy’dX ~ aj 7fj E F(B). 
More generally, let p : E -+ B be an affine bundle associated with a vector bundle 
p : ,!? ---f B (hence T*B @)E TE + T’B @B TB turns out to be an affine bundle 
associated with the vector bundle T*B 8.~ Ti? + T*B@BTB). Then, an afine (more 
generally, polynomial) connection is a connection 
which is an affine (more generally, polynomial) fibred morphism over 
7E1B:B+T*B@,BTB. - 
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The coordinate expression of a polynomial connection of degree Cc is 
where crf,yij,. . . 7 Yfjl ...jk E F(B) with 
Yij,(l)...j,(,) = Yij,...jk 0 E e(k). 
In particular, the coordinate expression of an affine connection is 
Y = do ~ a, + (OX +yXjy’)dx ~ a, ~~,Y~j E a. 
The connection y yields a linear vertical fibred epimorphism over E 
u,:TE-+VE. 
Moreover, a connection y yields the affine fibred epimorphism over E 
V, : JIE + T’B @‘E VE, 
hence, the covariant differential of sections 
V,s : B + T*B @E VE. 
5. Soldering form on a fibred manifold 
The second main object of our theory is constituted by a soldering form on our 
fibred manifold p : E + B. 
A soldering form of E ---f B is a vertical valued l-form 
u:E+T*B@EVE, 
with coordinate expression 
a=a;di@dA ox E F(E). 
For example, if E E TB ---f B, then, we have the canonical soldering form 
UZ~I~:B+T*B@BTB, 
with coordinate expression 
u; = sx. 
If E G T*B + B, then, we have the canonical soldering form 
u:T”B+T*B@BT*B: WMW@W, 
with coordinate expression 
. . 
UA; = xxx;, 
where (2~) denote the coordinates on the fibres of T*M. 
On a general fibred manifold, the choice of a soldering form constitutes an additional 
information. 
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6. Covariant and soldering differentials and codifferentials 
Now, suppose a connection 7 and a soldering form u to be given on our manifold 
p : E + B. Then, according to the general results of Section 2, we obtain the induced 
differentials. For the sake of simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to projectable tangent 
valued forms. 
First we define the covariant diflerential to be the sheaf morphism 
d, : AT*(B) @ P(E) + A’+‘7*(B) @ V(E); 
which is characterized by the formula 
- r(b,(l),(P(G(z), * * * , %(r+1))1) 
t w+,(l), * * * , %(7-l), b-&(T)9 %(r+1)1) 
•t ;7('p([lls(l), %(2)19 U,(3), * * * 7 %(r+l)))) 9 
forVur,... ,%+1 E n% and has coordinate expression 
d r’P = PA, ‘p~2...x,+, 7: - %rf,Vt;,...A~+, 
+ aA, ‘Ptx2.,.A.+1 + 7i, ajcPixz...X,+, 
- ajyX1’pX,...x,+l)dx’ A . . . A dXr+’ ~ a,, 
where cp E KI*(B) 18 P(E). 
Secondly, we define the soldered differential to be 
d, : K’;r*(B) 8 P(E) + x+17*(B) 8 U(E). 
It is characterized by the formula 
do(cp)bl, . . . , ur+l) = 
- fJb(l), y&(2), * * * 7 %(r+l))l) 
t ;a(cp([%(l), %(2)1, %(3)7 * - - 9 %(r+1)N) 7 
fortlur,... ,%+1 E 7(B), or by the formula 
d,(w A cp) = du A v&p) t (-1)“%1 A d,cp, 
where w E l\7*(E), cp E l\‘l*(E) @J 7(E). 
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We have the coordinate expression 
d& = (-%‘Pf;,...x,+,4 - %G42...Xr+l 
+ ~fl~j~~z...~,+l - aj~X1~~,...~,+l)dX1 A * * - A dXrtl B ai, 
where cp E A\‘7*(B) @I P(E). 
Moreover, suppose a metric g to be given on our base space B. Then, according to 
the general results of Section 2, we obtain the induced codifferentials. For the sake of 
simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to projectable tangent valued forms. 
First, we have the covariant codifferential induced by y 
6, : /y-7*(B) 8 P(E) 3 /y-v*(B) @ V(E). 
It is characterized by the formula 
S,(w A U) = 6w 8 z+(U) - (-l)‘C,‘(w 63 &yzl)fl), 
where w E xl*(B), u E I(E), 6 is the scalar codifferential and fl denotes the metric 
lift. We have the coordinate expression 
&(P = -Sap(-yX(V~‘plL)px,...x,_, - qY5$x,...& 
+ V,cp;, ,... xr_,)dX1 A . . . A dxr-l @ a,, 
where 
where cp E A\I*(B)@P(E) and riiA denote the coefficients of the Levi Civita connection 
induced by g. 
Secondly, we have the soldering codiflerential induced by u 
6, : /p-(B) 63 P(E) -+ x-rl*(B) @ V(E). 
We have the coordinate expression 
&7(P = -SOlp(-ol(Va’p/l)pX1...~~-~ - ~~&$~l...~,_l 
t Q~aj~$~,...~,_l - ~j~~~~~l...~,_l)dA1 A * * * A dxrvl @ ai, 
where 
(Va’pP)X1...A, := aa41...A, + “L&..Ar -I- - - - + Ka41...Ar_17~ 
where cp E A7*(B) @ P(E). 
Of course, the above differential operators satisfy the identities considered in Sec- 
tion 2. 
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7. Curvature, torsion and Ricci tensor 
We can apply the above differential operators just to our connection and soldering 
form and obtain distinguished objects. In this way we obtain the natural generalization 
of well known classical notions and new objects as well. 
So, suppose a connection y and a soldering form B to be given on our fibred manifold 
p : E + Il. Let us examine the main differential arising in our framework. 
The curvature of y is defined to be the vertical valued 2-form 
which is characterized by the formula 
(1) 
and has the coordinate expression 
p = (a,~:, + yjdjyf)dx Ed” 8 8,. 
According to the general theory (Section 2), we have the second Bianchi identity 
d,p G dty = 0 
and 
[P, PI = 0. 
In virtue of formula (l), p measures the non-integrability of the horizontal distribution 
H G y(TB) c TE. 
The torsion of y with respect to cr is defined to be the vertical valued a-form 
T F d,a = d,y : E -+ /j’T*B @)E VE, 
which is characterized by the formula 
T(‘IL,fJU) = ;([r(+b)l - [rb'>,+>] - +,v])) u,w E I(B) 
and has the coordinate expression 
According to the general theory (Section 2), we have the first Bianchi identity 
dYT = d;a = [~,a] 
and 
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The soldered curvature is defined to be the vertical valued 2-form 
e G ;d,c : E ---f /j2T*B @.E VE, 
which is characterized by the formula 
4% 4 = ;W), 441 u, v E I(B) 
and has the coordinate expression 
~ = Ojd,aldx A do ~ a,. 
According to the general theory (Section 2), we have the identity 
d,c s d;o = 0 
and 
Moreover, suppose a metric g to be given on our base space B. Let us examine the 
main codifferential arising in our framework. 
Proposition. We have the identity 
bY* 
Proof. It follows from a computation in coordinates. Cl 
The current of 7 is defined to be the vertical valued l-form 
LGS~~:E+T*B@EVE 
with coordinate expression 
&P = -9” (axply + ~;Icpi, + K:,P~, + YfajPlv - Ajax&) d” B ai* 
Proposition. We have the identity 
iY+ S C$p = 0. 
Proof. It follows from the identity (Section 2) 
qP = f * [P, *PI 
and the identity (due to Mangiarotti) 
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where cp,$ E l\‘T*(B) @ V(E) and 1~1 = [$I. 0 
We remark that in gauge theories L appears as the matter current, hence the above 
identity is a conservation law. 
The cotorsion of y is defined to be the vertical field 
with coordinate expression 
The equality of &a and -6,~ arises from their coordinate expressions. 
The Ricci tensor is defined to be the vertical valued l-form 
with coordinate expression 
fi= -sop(,~~jP~x - dja~p~,)dx ~ a,. 
According to the general theory (Section 2), we have the identity 
S,$ = d;p = ~~(-1)~ * [E, *p]. 
8. Classical examples 
In some special cases, the above vertical valued forms reduce to well known objects. 
First let us make a preliminary remark. If p : E + B is a vector bundle, then we 
have 
VE = E XB E. 
Therefore, it makes sense to consider basic vertical valued forms, namely vertical valued 
forms 
cp:E-t/jT*Bc&VE, 
which project onto sections (denoted by the same symbol ‘p) 
The basic vertical valued forms are characterized by the following condition (in 
linear fibred charts) 
Our general formulas greatly simplify in the case of basic vertical valued forms. 
Below we list a few main classical examples concerning our theory. 
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Example. Let p : E -+ B be a vector bundle and y a linear connection. Then, 
the covariant differential reduces to the Kozsul differential on the basic vertical valued 
forms [13]. Moreover, the curvature reduces to the classical curvature, which is a linear 
fibred morphism over B 
Example. Let E = TM + B s M be the tangent bundle of the manifold M, y a 
linear connection and cr the canonical soldering form 
Then, the torsion r reduces to the classical torsion and our first and second Bianchi 
identities reduce to the classical ones. 
Moreover, let y G K be the Levi Civita connection with respect to a given metric g 
on M. Then, the Ricci tensor reduces to the classical basic Ricci tensor 
9. Further relations 
Let us go back to our general fibred manifold p : E + B. The difference of two 
connections is a soldering form and the sum of a connection and a soldering form is 
again a connection. Therefore, we obtain further interesting relations involving our 
general objects. 
Proposition. Let 7 be a first connection, u a soldering form and consider the second 
connection 
7’ = y + u. 
Then, we obtain the following equalities 
Corollary. Let p : E -+ B be a vector bundle and 7 an affine connection. Then we 
have a unique decomposition 
where 7 is a linear connection and u a basic soldering form. 
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Hence, we obtain the following equalities 
where /3 and 7 are the curvature of 7 and the torsion of 7 with respect to O. Cl 
We leave to the reader the easy generalization of the above results to the case of 
higher order polynomial connections. 
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